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ANT A MILLION

A global initiative
inviting everyone to give 

love to Mother Earth.

Together we can make 
our planet happier and healthier, 

one plant at a time!

GET INVOLVED

An initiative of
Love Peace Harmony Foundation

"Plant A Million is giving us the opportunity to 
re-establish the vegetation destroyed by the wildfires 
and mudslides in our area. We are proud partners."
— Rotary District 5330 and District 5240

"This is real conservation with students assisting 
farmers to improve drinking water quality through the 
planting of streamside forest buffers."
—Tara Muenz, Ecologist, Pennsylvania, USA

It was a beautiful and rewarding day in the open fields 
and a real privilege to contribute to this inspiring vision.
— En-En See, Melbourne, Australia

PLANT A
MILLION

YOU CAN HELP!
You can give back by pledging to
plant trees and other types of plant life, 
creating awareness in your community, 
or by protecting trees and developing a 
deeper human connection to them.

INDIVIDUALS
Everyone can participate! Whether it 
means planting one tree and a few 
shrubs to beautify your home, a handful 
of trees at a local school or organizing a 
large-scale project, everyone has an 
opportunity to make a big difference.

PARTNERS
Together we can reach one million! 
We welcome groups and organizations 
that share similar values of making 
people and the planet happier and 
healthier.

Partners can donate plants or planting 
supplies, provide planting expertise or 
volunteer assistance, pledge to plant a 
certain number of trees, or collaborate 
with us in other ways.

LovePeaceHarmony.org/PlantAMillion
FB.com/LovePeaceHarmonyMovement



PLANT

EDUCATE

Start here!
LovePeaceHarmony.org/PlantAMillion
FB.com/LovePeaceHarmonyMovement

HARMONIZE

Hundreds of individuals are taking up the 
challenge and realizing the significant impact 
they can make to improve the overall health 
of the environment and create a more loving 
and harmonious world.

Families, community groups, schools, 
non-profits, and other organizations are using 
their numbers to accomplish remarkable 
planting projects that are protecting their 
communities and safeguarding their future.

By planting, we are shaping a greener 
world and mitigating the effects of 
climate change. We also reinforce our 
own connection to Mother Earth and 
offer a lasting legacy that will continue 
to benefit future generations.

TREES SERVE 
ALL LIFE

PROVIDE CLEAN
AIR & WATER

CONSERVE ENERGY
& PROVIDE HABITAT

IMPROVE HEALTH
& WELL-BEING

An initiative of Love Peace Harmony Foundation
PLANT A MILLION

There’s strength in numbers.
Join us in planting one million!




